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Abstract

Domain generalization aims to learn a generalizable

model from a ‘known’ source domain for various ‘unknown’

target domains. It has been studied widely by domain ran-

domization that transfers source images to different styles in

spatial space for learning domain-agnostic features. How-

ever, most existing randomization methods use GANs that

often lack of controls and even alter semantic structures

of images undesirably. Inspired by the idea of JPEG that

converts spatial images into multiple frequency components

(FCs), we propose Frequency Space Domain Randomiza-

tion (FSDR) that randomizes images in frequency space

by keeping domain-invariant FCs (DIFs) and randomizing

domain-variant FCs (DVFs) only. FSDR has two unique

features: 1) it decomposes images into DIFs and DVFs

which allows explicit access and manipulation of them and

more controllable randomization; 2) it has minimal effects

on semantic structures of images and domain-invariant fea-

tures. We examined domain variance and invariance prop-

erty of FCs statistically and designed a network that can

identify and fuse DIFs and DVFs dynamically through iter-

ative learning. Extensive experiments over multiple domain

generalizable segmentation tasks show that FSDR achieves

superior segmentation and its performance is even on par

with domain adaptation methods that access target data in

training.

1. Introduction

Semantic segmentation has been a longstanding chal-

lenge in computer vision research, which aims to assign a

class label to each and every pixel of an image. Deep learn-

ing based methods [4, 38, 79, 84] have achieved great suc-

cesses at the price of large-scale densely-annotated training

data [8] that are usually prohibitively expensive and time-

consuming to collect. One way of circumventing this con-

straint is to employ synthetic images with automatically

generated labels [52, 51] in network training. However,
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Figure 1. Our proposed frequency space domain randomiza-

tion (FSDR) converts images into multiple frequency components

(FCs) with discrete cosine transform (DCT) and identifies domain

variant FCs (DVFs) and domain invariant FCs (DIFs). Such ex-

plicit isolation allows it to randomize DVFs while keeping DIFs

unchanged in training which often leads to more generalizable

models. Traditional spatial space domain randomization (SSDR)

tends to produce sub-optimal segmentation as it randomizes im-

ages as a whole without isolating and preserving domain invariant

features. Green, blue and red boxes denotes DIFs, DVFs and ran-

domized DVFs, respectively (best viewed in color).

such models usually undergo a drastic performance drop

while applied to real-world images [78] due to the domain

bias and shift [55, 41, 67, 71, 56].

Unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) has been stud-

ied widely to tackle the domain mismatch problem by learn-

ing domain invariant/aligned features from a labelled source

domain and an unlabelled target domain [22, 29, 30, 58,

66, 69, 40, 72, 5, 6]. However, its training requires target-

domain data which could be hard to collect during the train-

ing stage such as autonomous driving at various cities, robot

exploration of various new environments, etc. Addition-

ally, it is not scalable as it requires network re-training or

fine-tuning for each new target domain. Domain general-

ization has attracted increasing attention as it learns domain
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invariant features without requiring target-domain data in

training [77, 44, 11, 36, 33, 34]. One widely adopted

generalization strategy is domain randomization (DR) that

learns domain-agnostic features by randomizing or stylizing

source-domain images via adversarial perturbation, gener-

ative adversarial networks (GANs), etc. [59, 70, 77, 50].

However, most existing DR methods randomize the whole

spectrum of images in the spatial space which tends to mod-

ify domain invariant features undesirably.

We propose an innovative frequency space domain

randomization (FSDR) technique that transforms images

into frequency space and performs domain generalization

by identifying and randomizing domain-variant frequency

components (DVFs) while keeping domain-invariant fre-

quency components (DIFs) unchanged. FSDR thus over-

comes the constraints of most existing domain randomiza-

tion methods which work over the full spectrum of images

in the spatial space and tend to modify domain-invariant

features undesirably as illustrated in Fig. 1. We explored

two different approaches for domain randomization in the

frequency space. The first is spectrum analysis based FSDR

(FSDR-SA) that identifies DIFs and DVFs through empir-

ical studies. The second is spectrum learning based FSDR

(FSDR-SL) that identifies DIFs and DVFs through dynamic

and iterative learning processes. Extensive experiments

show that FSDR improves the model generalization greatly.

Additionally, FSDR is complementary to spatial-space do-

main generalization and the combination of the two im-

proves model generalization consistently.

The contributions of this work can be summarized in

three aspects. First, we propose an innovative frequency

space domain randomization technique that transforms im-

ages into frequency space and achieves domain random-

ization by changing DVFs only while keeping DIFs un-

changed. Second, we design two randomization approaches

in the frequency space that identify DVFs and DIFs effec-

tively through empirical experiments and dynamic learning,

respectively. Third, extensive experiments over multiple do-

main generalization tasks show that our proposed frequency

space domain randomization technique achieves superior

semantic segmentation consistently.

2. Related Works

Domain Generalization (DG) aims to learn a general-

izable model from ‘known’ source domains for various ‘un-

known’target domains [44, 11]. Most existing DG methods

can be broadly categorized into multi-source DG [44, 13,

12, 34, 16, 33, 43, 42, 59, 36, 2, 10, 35] and single-source

DG [64, 70, 77, 50] both of which strive to learn domain-

agnostic features by either learning a domain-invariant fea-

ture space [44, 13, 12, 16, 34, 59, 36, 10, 2, 82] or aggre-

gating domain specific modules [33, 43, 42, 35]. Specifi-

cally, multi-source DG handles generalization by joint su-

pervised and unsupervised learning [2], domain perturba-

tion [59], adversarial feature learning [36], meta-learning

[34], new domain discovery [13] and network duplication

[33, 35]. Single-source DG handles generalization by do-

main randomization that augment data [64, 70] or domains

[77, 50]. Our work belongs to single-source DG, aiming to

tackle a more challenging scenario in domain generalization

when only one single source domain is available in training.

Domain Randomization (DR) is the common strategy

in domain generalization [64, 53, 49, 63, 65, 59, 70, 77, 50]

especially when a single source domain is available [64, 70,

77, 50]. Existing methods aim to enrich the variation of

synthetic images in a source domain by gradient-based do-

main perturbation [59], adversarial data augmentation [70],

GANs-based domain augmentation [77] or adversarial do-

main augmentation [50]. However, these methods random-

ize the whole spectrum of images in the spatial space which

could modify domain invariant features undesirably. Our

method transforms images into frequency space and divides

images into DIFs and DVFs explicitly. It randomizes im-

ages by modifying DVFs without changing DIFs which has

minimal effects over (domain-invariant) semantic structures

of images.

Domain Adaptation is closely relevant to domain gen-

eralization but it exploits (unlabelled) target-domain data

during the training process. The existing domain adap-

tation methods can be broadly classified into three cate-

gories. The first is adversarial training based which em-

ploys adversarial learning to align source and target dis-

tributions in the feature, output or latent space [22, 39,

69, 40, 66, 7, 81, 54, 55, 72, 1, 68, 26, 18, 25, 31]. The

second is image translation based which translates images

from source domains to target domains to mitigate do-

main gaps [21, 58, 37, 80, 23, 32, 76, 75]. The third is

self-training based which employs ”pseudo label” to guide

unsupervised learning over unlabelled target-domain data

[88, 57, 83, 19, 86, 17, 24].

3. Method

This section presents our Frequency Space Domain Ran-

domization (FSDR) technique, which consists of three ma-

jor subsections on spectrum analysis that identifies DIFs

and DVFs statically, spectrum analysis in FSDR that stud-

ies how DIFs and DVFs work for domain randomization,

and spectrum learning in FSDR that shows how domain ran-

domization can be achieved via spectrum learning.

3.1. Problem Definition

We focus on the problem of unsupervised domain gener-

alization (UDG) in semantic segmentation. Given source-

domain data Xs ⊂ R
H×W×3 with C-class pixel-level seg-

mentation labels Ys ⊂ (1, C)H×W , our goal is to learn a

semantic segmentation model G that well performs on un-
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Figure 2. Visualization of spectrum decomposition of synthetic and real images: Column 1 shows Source Images (synthetic) and Target

Images (real) that contain both domain variant and domain invariant information. Columns 2 and 4 show low-pass (i.e., [0, 2)) and

high-pass (i.e., [32, 1]) filtered images that largely capture domain-variant information such as colors and styles. Columns 3 and 4 show

middle-pass (i.e., [2, 8) and [8, 32)) filtered images that largely capture domain invariant information such as structures and shapes. Images

in Rows 2 and 3 are close-up views of highlighted regions in images in Rows 1 and 2.

seen target-domain data Xt. The baseline model is trained

with the original source-domain data only:

Lorig = l(G(xs), ys), (1)

where l() denotes the standard cross entropy loss.

3.2. Spectrum Analysis

This subsection describes spectrum analysis for iden-

tifying DIFs and DVFs. For each source-domain image

xs ⊂ R
H×W×3, we first convert it into frequency space

with Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and then decom-

pose the converted signals into 64 FCs fs ⊂ R
H×W×3×64

with a band-pass filter Bp:

fs = Bp(D(xs)) = {fs(0), fs(1), fs(3), ..., fs(63)}, (2)

where D denotes DCT, fs(i) ⊂ R
H×W×3, i =

{0, 1, ..., 63} denote the frequency-wise representation, and

the definition of Bp() is in appendix.

We identify DIFs and DVFs in fs by a set of control

experiments as shown in Table 1. For each source image, we

first filter out FCs with indexes between certain lower/upper

threshold (under ‘Rejected bands’ in Table 1) with a band

reject filter Br and then train models with remaining FCs.

The band reject filter f
′

s = Br(fs; I) can be defined by:

f
′

s(i) =

{

0, if I(i) = 0,

fs(i), otherwise,
(3)

Table 1. We analyze and identify domain variant and invariant fre-

quency components (FCs) by training models with certain FCs on

source domain (synthetic), and testing with target domain images

(real) in the classification task. The “source acc.” means the test

accuracy on the source SYNTHIA dataset while the “target acc.”

represents the test accuracy on the target ImageNet dataset.

Band-reject Spectrum analysis

Rejected band Source acc. Target acc.

Null (with full FCs) 95.5 65.2

[0, 1) 95.1 68.6

[1, 2) 95.3 67.1

[2, 4) 95.4 62.3

[4, 8) 95.4 62.7

[8, 16) 95.5 64.6

[16, 32) 95.6 64.9

[32, 64] 95.9 67.4

where I is a 64-dimensional binary mask vector whose val-

ues are 1 for the preserved components and 0 for the dis-

carded.

We then apply the trained model to the target images to

examine the domain invariance and generalization of the fil-

tered source-domain FCs. Specifically, improved (or de-

graded) performance over the target data means that the re-

moved FCs are domain variant (or invariant) and removing

them prevents learning domain variant (or invariant) fea-

tures and improves (or degrades) generalization. With such
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spectrum analysis experiments with different filter masks I ,

DIFs and DVFs f = {fvar, finvar} can be identified and

recorded by a binary mask vector ISA as follows:

xf
s = D−1(Bp(D(xs))),

Gf = argmin
θ

l(G(xf
s ; θ), ys),

xf ′

s = D−1(Br(Bp(D(xs)); I)),

Gf ′

= argmin
θ

l(G(xf ′

s ; θ), ys),

ISA(I) =

{

0, if α(Gf ′

(xf
t ), yt) > α(Gf (xf

t ), yt),

1, if α(Gf ′

(xf
t ), yt) < α(Gf (xf

t ), yt),

where α() denotes a binary function that evaluates the pre-

diction accuracy (it returns 1.0 for correct prediction and

0.0 otherwise), xf
s /xf

t is the input with full FCs from the

source/target domain, xf ′

s is the filtered input (i.e., f
′

s =
Br(fs; I)) from source domain, ys/yt is the source/target

ground truth, and ISA is a 64-dimensional binary vector

telling whether a FC is domain invariant (i.e., ISA = 1) or

variant (i.e., ISA = 0).

We evaluated the spectrum analysis over a synthetic-

to-real domain generalizable image classification task (i.e.,

cropped SYNTHIA to ImageNet). Table 1 shows experi-

mental results.

We can observe that removing high-frequency and low-

frequency components both improve the model generaliza-

tion clearly. In addition, we visualize the spectrum decom-

position of source (i.e., GTA) and target (i.e., Cityscapes)

images in Fig. 2. We can observe that low-frequency

and high-frequency components capture more domain vari-

ant features (in between GTA and Cityscapes) as com-

pared with middle-frequency components. Note several

prior works exploited different FC properties successfully

in other tasks such as data compression [74] and supervised

learning [73].

3.3. Spectrum Analysis in Domain Randomization

This subsection describes the spectrum analysis based

frequency space domain randomization (FSDR-SA) by us-

ing the “ISA”. Different from existing domain random-

ization [77] that employs GANs for image stylization, we

adopt histogram matching [48] for online image translation.

Specifically, we adjust the frequency space coefficient his-

togram of source images to be similar to that of the refer-

ence images by matching their cumulative density function.

With “ISA”, this histogram matching based randomization

applies to DVFs of source images only without affecting

DIFs. It adds little extra parameters and computation, and

is much more efficient than GAN based translation. The top

part of Figure 3 illustrates how FSDR-SA works by simply

replacing ISL with ISA.

Given a source image xs ⊂ Xs, the corresponding

pixel-level label ys ⊂ Ys, the domain invariant FCs mask

vector ISA and a ImageNet image ximg ⊂ XImageNet

as randomization reference, we first transform xs and

ximg into frequency space and decompose them by fs =
Bp(D(xs)), fimg = Bp(D(ximg)). We then randomize

DVFs of fs with that of fimg by adjusting the histogram

of fs(1−ISA) to match that of fimg(1−ISA). The FSDR-

SA functionRSA(xs;xref ) can be defined by:

RSA(xs;ximg) = D
−1(Hm(fs(1−I

SA), fimg(1−I
SA))),

(4)

whereHm() is the histogram matching function that adjusts

the histogram of first input to match that of second.

The training loss of the FSDR-SA can be defined by:

LSA = l(G(RSA(xs;ximg)), ys) (5)

3.4. FSDR based on Spectrum Learning

This section describes our spectrum learning based fre-

quency space domain randomization (FSDR-SL) that iden-

tifies DIFs and DVFs via iterative learning, which enables

dynamical and adaptive FSDR. We implement FSDR-SL

with entropy [60] that was widely adopted in different

tasks such as semi-supervised learning [85, 15, 62], clus-

tering [27, 28], domain adaptation [72, 87], etc.

‘Entropy’ works by measuring class overlap [15, 85, 72,

87], i.e., the prediction entropy decreases as classes over-

lap increases [3, 45]. Leveraging this property, FSDR-SL

identifies DIFs and DVFs according to the prediction en-

tropy of reference images. Specifically, FSDR-SL is trained

by using the decomposed multi-channel FCs of source im-

ages. If the trained model produces low entropy (i.e., high

confidence) predictions for a real target image, it indicates

that the activated FCs of the target image are predictive with

good semantic invariance across domains. In such cases,

the employed FCs are identified as DIFs and randomiza-

tion will be applied to other FCs to encourage the network

to generate and learn invariant features during the itera-

tive training process. Otherwise, no actions are taken as

it is not clear whether non-activated FCs are semantically

variant/uncorrelated or invariant/correlated. Note the image

translation process is the same as that in FSDR-SA.

The idea of FSDR-SL is quite similar to that of self-

training that either takes low-entropy/high-confidence pre-

dictions [88, 87]) as pseudo labels or directly minimizes the

entropy of high-entropy/low-confidence predictions [72].

FSDR-SL reduces the overall prediction entropy by pre-

serving low-entropy FCs while randomizing the rest FCs

in domain randomization. Specifically, we first transform

a batch of ImageNet images xb
img ∈ XImageNet into spatial

representation of FCs D−1(Bp(D(x
b
img))) as shown in the

bottom part of Fig. 3. We then feed them to the segmenta-

tion model G to identify DIFs and DVFs based on FCs ac-
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Figure 3. Overview of spectrum learning based frequency space domain randomization (FSDR-SL): FSDR-SL is a bidirectional learn-

ing framework that consists of two alternative learning processes, namely, Spectrum Learning (bottom part) and Frequency Space Do-

main Randomization (top part). In Spectrum Learning, we first decompose a batch of real images into spatial representation of FCs via

D−1(Bp(D(·))) and then feed them to the segmentation model G to identify DIFs and DVFs based on FCs activation vectors and cor-

responding prediction entropy. The learnt information is recorded in a binary mask vector ISL. In FSDR, we first transform synthetic

and real images into frequency space via Bp(D(·)) and use the learnt ISL to randomize DVFs of the synthetic image conditioned on the

reference real image via histogram matching (i.e., Hm). We then employ D−1(·) to transform the randomized synthetic images into spatial

representation and use them to optimize the segmentation model via segmentation loss. Note the reference real image in FSDR is sampled

from the Real Image Batch in Spectrum Learning, which forms a bidirectional learning framework. D(·) and D−1(·) denotes discrete

cosine transform (DCT) and inverse DCT; Bp(·) represents a band-pass filter that decomposes the input into multiple FCs; Green boxes

denote DIFs and green arrow represents keeping DIFs unchanged; Blue boxes denote DVFs and blue arrows represent randomizing DVFs;

Gray arrows denote regular data flow; Yellow dash line indicates full-spectrum visualization of the randomized image.

tivation vectors and corresponding prediction entropy. The

learnt information is recorded in a binary mask vector ISL

as follows:

Eb, Ab ← G(D−1(Bp(D(x
b
img)))),

ISL = RS(

B
∑

b=1

(−AbEb); p),

where Eb denotes a batch of averaged prediction entropy,

Ab denotes a batch of averaged input FC activation vec-

tors, B denotes the batch size, RS denotes rank and select

FCs with top p portion entropy-weighted activation values

as domain invariant FCs; ISL is a 192 length binary vector

whose values record whether each FC is domain invariant

(i.e., ISL = 1) or variant (i.e., ISL = 0).

Given a source image xs ⊂ Xs, the corresponding pixel-

level label ys ⊂ Ys and a randomly picked ImageNet im-

age ximg ⊂ XImageNet as randomization reference, we first

transform xs and ximg to frequency space and decompose

them to fs = Bp(D(xs)) and fimg = Bp(D(ximg)). The

DVFs of fs (i.e., {fs(i)|I
SL(i) = 0}) can then be random-

ized with that of fimg via histogram matching. The FSDR-

SL functionRSL
inter(xs;ximg) can be defined by:

RSL(xs;ximg) = D
−1(Hm(fs(1−I

SL), fimg(1−I
SL))),

(6)

where Hm() denotes the histogram matching function as

used in Eq. 4. The FSDR-SL training loss can thus be de-

fined as follows:

LSL = l(G(RSL(xs;ximg)), ys) (7)

Note the reference real image in FSDR is sampled from

the Real Image Batch that have been performed Spectrum
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Learning. Once it is run out, the training goes back to Spec-

trum Learning process. FSDR-SL thus forms a bidirectional

learning framework as shown in Figure 3, which consists of

two alternative steps: 1) Perform spectrum learning with

Real Image Batch on current model; 2) Perform FSDR with

spectrum learnt reference images and update model.

While combining the spectrum analysis and spectrum

learning, the overall training objective of the proposed

FSDR can be defined as follows:

min
θ

(Lorig + LSA + LSL) (8)

4. Experiments

This section presents evaluations of our proposed FSDR

including datasets and implementation details, comparisons

with the state-of-the-art, ablation studies, and discussion,

more details to be described in the ensuing subsections.

4.1. Datasets

We evaluate FSDR over two challenging unsupervised

domain generalization tasks GTA5→{Cityscapes, BDD,

Mapillary} and SYNTHIA→{Cityscapes, BDD, Mapil-

lary} that involve two synthetic source datasets and three

real target datasets. GTA5 consists of 24, 966 high-

resolution synthetic images, which shares 19 classes with

Cityscapes, BDD, and Mapillary. SYNTHIA consists of

9, 400 synthetic images, which shares 16 classes with the

three target datasets. Cityscapes, BDD, and Mapillary con-

sist of 2975, 7000, and 18000 real-world training images

and 500, 1000, and 2000 validation images. Note we did

not use any target data in training, but just a small subset of

ImageNet [9] as references for “stylizing/randomizing” the

source-domain images as in [77].

4.2. Implementation Details

We use ResNet101 [20] or VGG16 [61] (pre-trained us-

ing ImageNet [9]) with FCN-8s [38] as the segmentation

model G. The optimizer is Adam with momentum of 0.9
and 0.99. The learning rate is 1e− 5 initially and decreased

with ‘step’ learning rate policy with step size of 5000 and

γ = 0.1. For all backbones, we modify input channels

from 3 (i.e., RGB channels) to 192 (i.e., the frequency-wise

multi-channel spatial representation, where one full spec-

trum is decomposed into 64 channels) for “Spectrum Learn-

ing” that identifies DVFs and DIFs adaptively. During train-

ing, we train FSDR-SL and FSDR without using LSL in

the first epoch (to avoid very noisy predictions at the initial

training stage) and then use all losses in the ensuing epochs.

4.3. Ablation Studies

We examine different FSDR designs to find out how they

contribute to the network generalization in semantic seg-

mentation. As shown in Table 2, we trained four models

Table 2. Ablation study for the domain generalization task GTA

→ {Cityscapes, Mapillary and BDD} (using ResNet-101 as back-

bone) in mIoU. Losses Lorig , LSA, and LSL are defined in Eq. 1,

5, and 7, respectively.

Method Lorig LSA LSL
mIoU

City. Mapi. BDD

Baseline X 33.4 27.9 27.3

FSDR-SA X X 42.1 39.2 37.8

FSDR-SL X X 43.6 42.1 40.1

FSDR X X X 44.8 43.4 41.2

over the UDG task GTA5→{Cityscapes, BDD, Mapillary}:
1) Baseline that is trained with Lorig without randomiza-

tion as shown in Section 3.1, 2) FSDR-SA that is trained

with spectrum analysis based randomization using LSA and

Lorig , 3) FSDR-SL that is trained with spectrum learning

based randomization using Lorig and LSL, and 4) FSDR

that is trained with Lorig , LSA, and LSL.

We applied the four models to the validation data of

Cityscapes, BDD, and Mapillary and Table 2 shows experi-

mental results. It can be seen that Baseline trained with the

GTA data only (i.e., Lorig) does not performs well due to

domain bias. FSDR-SA and FSDR-SL outperform Baseline

by large margins, demonstrating the importance of preserv-

ing domain invariant features in domain randomization for

training domain generalizable models. Additionally, FSDR-

SL outperforms FSDR-SA clearly which is largely due to

the adaptive and iterative spectrum learning that enables the

dynamic and adaptive FSDR and a bidirectional learning

framework. Further, FSDR performs the best consistently.

It shows that FSDR-SA and FSDR-SL are complementary

where the static spectrum analysis forms certain bases for

effective and stable spectrum leaning while training domain

generalizable models.

4.4. Comparisons with the StateofArt

We compared FSDR with a number of state-of-the-

art UDG methods as shown in Tables 3 and 4 (high-

lighted by ✗). The comparisons were performed over

two tasks GTA5→{Cityscapes, BDD, Mapillary} and

SYNTHIA→{Cityscapes, BDD, Mapillary} where two

network backbones ResNet101 and VGG16 were evaluated

for each task. As the two tables show, FSDR outperforms

all state-of-the-art UDG methods clearly and consistently

across both tasks and two different network backbones. The

superior segmentation performance is largely attributed to

the proposed frequency space domain randomization that

identifies and keeps DIFs unchanged and randomizes DVFs

only. Without identifying and preserving DIFs, state-of-the-

art methods [77, 14] tend to over-randomize images which

may degrade image structures and semantics and lead to

sup-optimal network generalization. We provide the quali-

tative comparison in Figure 4.
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Table 3. Domain generalization performance for the task GTA →
{Cityscapes, Mapillary, and BDDS} in mIoU. “w/ Tgt” labels the

methods that train models with (✓ i.e., domain adaptation) and

without (✗ i.e., domain generalization) accessing target-domain

data in Cityscapes.

Net. Method
w/

Tgt
C M B Mean

Res

Net

101

CBST [88] ✓ 44.9 40.3 40.5 41.9

AdaSeg. [66] ✓ 41.4 38.3 36.2 38.6

MinEnt [72] ✓ 42.3 38.5 34.4 38.4

FDA [76] ✓ 45.0 39.6 38.1 40.9

IDA [46] ✓ 45.1 39.4 37.6 40.7

CrCDA [26] ✓ 43.7 39.3 37.3 40.1

IBN-Net [47] ✗ 40.3 35.9 35.6 37.2

DRPC [77] ✗ 42.5 38.0 38.7 39.8

Ours (FSDR) ✗ 44.8 43.4 41.2 43.1

VGG

16

CBST [88] ✓ 38.1 34.6 33.9 35.5

AdaSeg. [66] ✓ 35.0 32.6 31.3 33.0

MinEnt [72] ✓ 32.8 30.7 29.5 31.0

FDA [76] ✓ 37.9 33.8 32.1 34.6

IDA [46] ✓ 38.5 34.2 32.3 35.0

CrCDA [26] ✓ 36.1 32.6 31.8 33.5

IBN-Net [47] ✗ 34.8 31.0 30.4 32.0

DRPC [77] ✗ 36.1 32.3 31.6 33.3

Ours (FSDR) ✗ 38.3 37.6 34.4 37.1

We also compared FSDR with several state-of-the-art

UDA methods as shown in Tables 3 and 4 (highlighted by

✓), where each method adapts to Cityscapes only and the

adapted model is then evaluated over Cityscapes, Mapillary,

and BDD. It can be seen that FSDR is even on par with the

state-of-the-art UDA method which accesses target-domain

data (i.e. Cityscapes) in training. In addition, FSDR per-

forms more stably across the three target domains, whereas

UDA methods [88, 72, 66, 46] demonstrate much larger

mIoU drops for unseen (in training) Mapillary and BDD

data. We conjecture that the UDA models may over-fit to

the seen Cityscapes data which leads to poor generalization

for unseen Mapillary and BDD data.

4.5. Discussion

FSDR is complementary with most existing domain

adaptation and domain generlization networks, which can

be easily incorporated into them with consistent perfor-

mance boost but little extra parameters and computation.

We evaluated this feature by incorporating FSDR into a

number of domain adaptation and domain generalization

networks as shown in Table 5. During training, we re-

construct the FSDR randomized multi-FC representation

back to the full-spectrum representation with 3 channels

(i.e. Ours*) for compatibility with the compared domain

adaptation and generalization methods that work with full-

Table 4. Domain generalization performance for the task SYN-

THIA → {Cityscapes, Mapillary, and BDDS} in mIoU. “w/ Tgt”

labels the methods that train models with (✓ i.e., domain adapta-

tion) and without (✗ i.e., domain generalization) accessing target-

domain data in Cityscapes.

Net. Method
w/

Tgt
C M B Mean

Res

Net

101

CBST [88] ✓ 41.4 37.1 37.6 38.7

AdaSeg. [66] ✓ 38.2 36.1 35.3 36.5

MinEnt [72] ✓ 38.1 35.8 35.5 36.4

FDA [76] ✓ 41.2 36.1 36.4 37.9

IDA [46] ✓ 41.7 36.5 37.0 38.4

CrCDA [26] ✓ 39.0 36.4 36.7 37.4

IBN-Net [47] ✗ 37.5 33.7 33.0 34.7

DRPC [77] ✗ 37.6 34.1 34.3 35.4

Ours (FSDR) ✗ 40.8 39.6 37.4 39.3

VGG

16

CBST [88] ✓ 38.2 33.5 32.2 34.6

AdaSeg. [66] ✓ 32.6 30.3 29.4 30.8

MinEnt [72] ✓ 31.4 29.8 28.9 30.0

FDA [76] ✓ 37.9 33.1 31.8 34.2

IDA [46] ✓ 38.6 34.2 32.7 35.1

CrCDA [26] ✓ 36.4 32.8 31.9 33.7

IBN-Net [47] ✗ 33.9 31.1 30.4 31.8

DRPC [77] ✗ 35.5 32.2 29.5 32.4

Ours (FSDR) ✗ 37.9 37.2 34.1 36.4

Table 5. FSDR is complementary with existing domain adaptation

and generalization methods. For the task GTA → {Cityscapes,

Mapillary, and BDD}, including FSDR (Ours*) improves the do-

main adaptation and generalization performance consistently. “w/

Tgt” labels methods that train models with (✓ i.e. domain adap-

tation) or without (✗ i.e., domain generalization) accessing target

data in Cityscapes.

w/

Tgt

Cityscapes Mapillary BDD

Base +Ours* Base +Ours* Base +Ours*

Adapt-SegMap [66] ✓ 41.4 45.6 38.3 43.9 36.2 41.9

MinEnt [72] ✓ 42.3 45.7 38.5 43.7 34.4 41.7

CBST [88] ✓ 44.9 46.8 40.3 44.3 40.5 42.8

FDA [76] ✓ 45.0 46.1 39.6 44.2 38.1 42.1

IBN-Net [47] ✗ 40.3 45.3 35.9 44.0 35.6 42.1

DRPC [77] ✗ 42.5 45.8 38.0 44.2 38.7 42.6

spectrum three-channel images. As Table 5 shows, the in-

corporation of FSDR {LSA,LSL} improves the semantic

segmentation of state-of-the-art networks consistently. As

the incorporation of FSDR just includes a few losses with-

out changing network structures, the inference has little ex-

tra parameters and computation once the model is trained.

The parameter p is important which controls the sensitiv-

ity of DIFs and DVFs identification/selection in Spectrum

Learning. We studied the sensitivity of p by changing it

from 0 to 1 with a step of 1/6, where ‘0’ means that all

FCs are DVFs (i.e., randomizing all FCs) and ‘1’ means

that all FCs are DIFs (i.e., no randomization). The task is
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Target Image Baseline DRPC Ours (FSDR) Ground Truth
Figure 4. Qualitative illustration of domain generalizable semantic segmentation for GTA5 to Cityscapes (1st row), Mapillary (2nd

row), and BDD (3rd row). FSDR preserves domain invariant information during domain randomization which produces better semantic

segmentation especially around edge/class-transition area. As a comparison, DRPC [77] does not isolate and preserve domain invariant

feature which leads to sub-optimal segmentation.

Table 6. The sensitivity of parameter p affects domain generaliza-

tion: For the task GTA → Cityscapes, the domain generalization

performance varies with p as evaluated in mIoU.

Proportion of preserved FCs

Method 1 5/6 4/6 3/6 2/6 1/6 0

FSDR 33.4 43.8 44.3 44.8 44.2 41.0 38.3

domain generalizable semantic segmentation with GTA and

Cityscapes as the source and target domains. Table 6 shows

experimental results. It can be seen that FSDR are not sen-

sitive to p while p lies between 1/6 and 5/6. In addition,

the FSDR performance drops clearly while p is around ei-

ther 0 or 1, demonstrating the necessity and importance of

FC selection in training generalizable networks.

FSDR is also generic and can be easily adapted to other

tasks. We evaluated this feature by conducting a prelimi-

nary UDG-based object detection test that generalizes from

SYNTHIA to Cityscapes, Mapillary, and BDD. The exper-

iment setup is the same as what we adopted in the earlier

experiments except the change of tasks. Table 7 compares

FSDR with a number of UDA and UDG based object de-

tection methods (using ResNet101 as backbone). We can

see that FSDR outperforms both domain adaptation and do-

main generalization methods consistently, demonstrating its

genericity in different tasks.

5. Conclusion

This paper presents a frequency space domain random-

ization (FSDR) technique that randomizes images in fre-

quency space by identifying and randomizing domain-

variant FCs (DVFs) while keeping domain-invariant FCs

(DIFs) unchanged. The proposed FSDR has two unique

features: 1) it decomposes images into DIFs and DVFs

which allows explicit access and manipulation of them and

Table 7. FSDR is generic and can work for other tasks like ob-

ject detection: The detection task is SYNTHIA → {Cityscapes,

Mapillary, and BDDS} as evaluated using metric mAP. “w/ Tgt”

labels methods that train models with (✓ i.e., domain adapta-

tion) and without ( ✗ i.e., domain generalization) accessing target-

domain data in Cityscapes.

Net. Method
w/

Tgt
C M B Mean

Res

Net

101

Faster-RCNN ✗ 24.3 20.8 20.1 21.7

DA [6] ✓ 30.2 21.2 21.8 24.4

MinEnt [72] ✓ 30.2 21.7 22.4 24.7

CBST [88] ✓ 32.7 23.5 23.9 26.7

FDA [76] ✓ 32.4 23.3 23.8 26.5

IBN-Net [47] ✗ 30.1 22.3 23.1 25.1

Ours (FSDR) ✗ 33.5 24.9 25.2 27.8

better control in image randomization; 2) it has minimal

effects on image semantics and domain-invariant features.

Specifically, we designed spectrum analysis based FSDR

(FSDR-SA) and spectrum learning based FSDR (FSDR-

SL) both of which can identify DIFs and DVFs effectively.

FSDR achieves superior segmentation performance and can

be easily incorporated into state-of-the-art domain adapta-

tion and generalization networks with consistent improve-

ment in domain generalization.
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